Record Respect: Why is it so hard for Hollywood to tell the truth?
He stood there, all choked up, as
many have before him and as others will
doubtless continue to do - he cried. Not
tears borne of morose sorrow, but of an
intimate relief. The kind of emotion that
takes hold of you at the conclusion of a
monumental personal struggle, when
angst ridden, dogged effort, is replaced
with peace, and everything is right with
the world.
This is a scene in the new film
“World’s Fastest Indian”, a good story
about how the indomitable human spirit
triumphs against overwhelming odds, and
it all happens inside land speed racing,
played out through the life of New
Zealand native Burt Munro.
A simple man of very modest means,
Munro had come halfway around the
globe to live out his life’s fantasy to see
how fast his “motorbike” would go - wide
open throttle - on the Bonneville Salt
Flats. It had taken him most of his life to
get there. At 63, few would entertain such
ideas, let alone subject their body to a
righteous pounding that only a 1920’s vintage motorcycle can provide.
What struck me about those Hollywood tears was how many real ones had
been shed by hard core, big strapping men
with busted knuckles, gnarled hands and
oil stained clothes. Back in 1997, when in
the research and interview phase of my
book “Bonneville Salt Flats,” I was flabbergasted by how deep in the marrow of
this sport such emotion dwelled.
During a dozen or more interviews,
grown men wept openly when trying to
explain their love of the speed chase on
the salt. I grew to understand that one can
go fast anywhere in the world, but going
fast at Bonneville carries with it a heraldic
purity of deed, a pristine environment in
which you simultaneously test your mettle
and your machine. What’s more, you do it
in an oddly private way – hurtling down
the course all alone, but in full view of
hundreds, sometimes thousands of witnesses.
Big shot actor Sir Anthony Hopkins
eschewed the psychopath “Hannibal Lector” style roles to portray the iconic land
speed racer. Hopkins admits he has little
interest in “motorbikes,” motorsports, or
for that matter, going fast. Yet, for that
emotional laden scene, the tears were real;
Hopkins equated Munro’s arrival on the
salt with his own arrival in New York
when he believed his acting career could
finally blossom because he had “arrived.”
“He loved the thrill of speed,” said
Hopkins of Munro, “He said that ‘you can
live more in 5 minutes on a motorbike
going at high-speed than you can in your
whole lifetime.’ That was the challenge.
I’m not a speed thrill freak - I’m a careful
driver, so I don’t like speed. I used to,
when I was younger, but now I like to
live.”
Here’s a tidbit from the pits about
Munro’s method to smuggle nitromethane
into New Zealand right under the noses of
Kiwi customs - he put the stuff into American wine bottles! And did you know
Hopkins had a “toe double?” Munro used
to trim his toenails with a grindstone, but
the producers couldn’t afford a million
dollar insurance claim on Sir Anthony’s
big toe, so they hired a toe double, a big
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Maori islander.
The story revolves around Burt’s
enduring love affair with his 1920 V-twin
Indian Scout, a 37cu.in. (600cc) 42 degree
V twin with side valves. Munro began
modifying the Scout in 1926, often
employing very unorthodox fabrication
methods including my favorite; melting
down junk parts to cast ones that he needed and then machining them to precision.
Tough doesn’t begin to approach
Munro’s backyard engineering smarts and
aptitude. Take for instance, that he handcarved his connecting rods out of a
Caterpillar
tractor axle
then hardened and
tempered
the rods to
a multi-ton
tensile
strength. Or
what about
the
17plate, 1,000 pound pressure clutch with a
triple chain drive? Can anyone say that
Munro’s handcrafted streamlined body
shell - now four decades old - doesn’t look
leading edge swoopy even today?
Originally the Scout was capable of
about 55 mph. In 1967, with his engine
punched out to 58 throbbing cubic inches
(950cc), he set a class record of 183.586
mph. To qualify, he made a one-way run of
190.07 mph, the fastest ever officially
recorded speed on an Indian. The record
remains intact to this day.
World’s Fastest Indian (WFI)
scriptwriter/director Roger Donaldson
obviously didn’t think this was much of an
achievement, that the public would only
be impressed if “Hollywood Burt” went
200MPH, so instead of taking the time to
explain to the audience that what Munro
had done was nothing short of miraculous,
the incredible milestone was dismissed in
favor of a mythical speed.
What a shame. What’s more, the plot
summary in the press kit to entice folks
into buying seats claims that Munro set
one world record after another. But is anyone surprised that a Hollywood guy
twisted truth to sell some seats? Of course
not. I have no issue with the film’s storyline that compresses all of Munro’s salt
achievements during the 60’s into one
year. I do take great exception with Donaldson marginalizing the achievements of
Bill Johnson and Bob Leppan, both World
Record Land Speed holders during the
1960’s.
I am caught between supporting the
film as a wonderful peek into the fascinating sport of land speed racing and
chastising Donaldson for being recklessly
obtuse with the achievements and reputations of real world record setters. Records,
be they world, national, class, or personal
best, are the nucleus of this sport and are
not something to be trifled with – for any
reason. By saying nothing when someone
meddles with its dignity weakens the overall respect of the achievement.
Donaldson, who produced Offerings
to the God of Speed, a documentary about
Munro in the 70’s, came to my home in
early 2005 asking for help, which I was
only too happy to give. We spoke for a

couple hours about a variety of LSR
aspects – including what constitutes a
world record. Before he left I asked to
read the script, but he never sent it. If I
had, perhaps the publicity and the plot
summary would never have stated that
Munro set numerous “WORLD” land
speed records, or went more than
200MPH.
Hopkins comments in a variety of television interviews revealed he had little
grasp of how land speed records are set
and categorized. Part of film critic Roger
Ebert’s review said, “in 1967 Burt coaxed
the Indian
to 201.85
mph, even as
a muffler
was burning
the flesh on
his leg. That
set a record
in the category
of
‘streamlined
motorcycles under 1000 cc.’ It is a record,
the film assures us, that still stands to this
day.”
You’ll have to show me the time slip
for that whopper, and until then, let’s all
remember that Burt’s incredible record of
183MPH does remain unbroken to this
day. And that’s no story folks - that’s hard
facts history. TV Guide, BBC, Rolling
Stone, Variety, Dallas Morning News, and
many other news outlets all mention
“world record” or the 200MPH fantasy.
“It upsets me because it was so easy
to get it right,” said Bob Leppan, now 68,
“without accuracy in this sport, we have
nothing. Some of the film might be makebelieve, but what we do out on the salt is
not fantasy and it doesn’t do any of us any
good, including the current record holder.”
Most LSR enthusiasts I spoke with
agree the film’s producers should not have
taken the liberty of claiming false record
achievements – especially because they
tout “based on one hell of a true story”
and personally stinging because Leppan
gets to endure the insult. However, a few
racers have told me I am way off-base in
my criticism, it doesn’t matter if Leppan
gets slighted - that it’s “no big deal” as one
fellow put it and that I should “forget
about it.”
Leppan is actually glad the film was
made – even if promoted incorrectly –
because he believes it will be good for the
sport. I tend to agree. Munro, who knew
Leppan, once told him, “You are my
hero,” so you might wonder what Burt
would think of some ambitious promoter
claiming he wore Leppan’s crown to sell a
few tickets. When we talked in early February, he had not seen the film, only
promo clips.
“I saw the scene where Hopkins is
sliding along the salt on his side and we
see a close-up of him cringing very well,”
said the amused World Record setter who
nearly ground off an arm in a similar scenario, “I could relate to that. That was
good acting all right.”
Current FIM World Record holder,
Dave Campos, also knew Munro and
believes such marketing tarnishes Munro’s
reputation, “Burt was very knowledgeable

and I don’t think he would have wanted
that kind of publicity; his records with that
Indian are all commendable, but they are
class, or national records, and you can’t
blame Hopkins, he just got fed wrong
information. The facts should have been
sorted out in advance.”
The film also uses several historically
significant cars in supporting roles including Dr. Nathan Ostich’s Flying Caduceus,
Bill Burke’s Friendly Cherokee, Mickey
Thompson’s Challenger and Pumpkin
Seed and the always gorgeous Redhead,
now owned by Jim Lattin. Motorcycling
legends Rollie Free and Marty Dickerson
are portrayed as Munro’s sidekicks and
helpers, but folks who were there can’t
recall such a relationship. Still, it was an
interesting way to weave in two great riders.
When you view the film, know that
all those sets were built based on the photographic records from Lynn Yakel, Will
Scott and George Callaway. They are not
credited in the film despite personal assurances from Donaldson and Unit
Production Manager John J. Kelly they
would not be forgotten. Oh well. Now
you know.
When I tried to get the publicity
errors corrected, Donaldson ignored me,
Hopkins PR people snottily informed me
“We have moved onto our next picture,”
but a single telephone call to the film’s
distributor Magnolia Pictures in New
York, yielded positive, immediate results:
the world record inaccuracy was immediately corrected on the firm’s website and
they also corrected the misspelling of Bob
Higbee and Rollie Free.
Thank you Magnolia Pictures!
It was through them I also discovered
that all the “world record” references
traced straight back to Donaldson. Roger,
in my opinion, you underestimated the
comprehension of the viewing public,
cheapened Burt’s fabulous feats and took
creative license with other’s life achievements. If you and the cast want respect for
your career achievements, then you should
start by respecting the career achievements of those you bring to the screen.
I firmly disagree with those who
think the public doesn’t care about, or
understand who has, or what is, a world,
national, class, or personal best record. I
believe that there is great public interest
and when they come to find out about
LSR – either in person or through a film –
they ought to be told the truth, be educated about the information they receive so
that they may be inspired to join in.
In conclusion, those who have the
power to influence how the sport is tended, the very racers and volunteers
themselves, also have the duty to be vigilant guardians of its reputation so that the
accomplishments of yesterday will still
have value in the future.
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth is the
authoress of the award-winning book,
“Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,” a
complete historical review of the first 50 years
of land speed racing now in its 6th printing.
For more details and to order, go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz.

